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Mutual Funds and Fund Management Companies not a Trigger for 
Systemic Risk 
 
Strategic Insight’s study, submitted to the FSOC, shows fund industry 
stability during every financial crisis over the past three decades 

 
March 30, 2015, New York - The significant growth of the investment management 
industry, both in the U.S. and globally, has intensified the discussions of potential for 
systemic risks to the financial system during future periods of financial duress. Such 
concerns about systemic risk have been areas of focus for the Office of Financial 
Research (“OFR”) of the Department of U.S. Treasury, the U.S.’s SEC, the International 
Organization of Securities Commissions (“IOSCO”), and more recently the Financial 
Stability Oversight Council (“FSOC”). 
 
As detailed in the Strategic Insight’s report submitted to the FSOC, SI’s research shows 
that mutual funds and their management companies have displayed remarkable stability 
during each period of heightened market volatility over the past three decades. 
 
“The heterogeneous nature of mutual fund investors,” said Avi Nachmany, SI’s Director 
of Research, “along the dominant and further rising share of mutual funds invested 
through buy-and-hold asset allocation programs and the reality that the great majority of 
fund investments are targeted for retirement savings with 30-50 year horizons for 
accumulation and distribution, all suggest that stock and bond mutual funds will never 
pose systemic risks.” 
 
Some key findings from SI’s research regarding mutual fund redemption patterns during 
times of stress: 
 
§ During every crisis over the past three decades, and longer, capital preservation-

driven withdrawals by mutual fund investors were always limited in magnitude (in 
aggregate, generally adding up to under 2% of assets even during the most 
alarming monthly periods) and very short in duration (a few days, a few weeks).  

 
§ In addition, stock fund portfolio managers (“PMs”), using their cash and liquidity 

facilities, buffer investor redemptions in times of crisis. For example, during October 
2008, stock funds’ PMs net sold an amount equal to only 0.4% of all assets held in 
such funds. Such stock net liquidations by PMs equaled just one-third of investors’ 
net redemptions from stock funds during the month (investors net redemptions were 
under 2% of all stock fund assets under management during October 2008). 

 
§ Similarly, aggregate bond fund redemptions during past periods of rising interest 

rates, or triggered by other concerns, were of limited magnitude (as a proportion of 
invested assets) and short duration, after which redemption pressures subsided. For 



example, bond fund net redemptions in aggregate during October 2008 equaled just 
2% of these funds’ assets under management. 

  
“With each large mutual fund and each large mutual fund management company serving 
hundreds of thousands, at times millions, of diverse individual investors,” commented 
Nachmany, “it is not surprising that the mutual fund industry has never experienced the 
harmonized and sizeable redemption behavior associated with the ‘Herding’ theory and 
its implied systemic risk.” 
 
“It is my view that the extraordinary heterogeneity of needs and time horizons among 
mutual fund investors (whose average fund account is under $30,000), and the diversity 
of marketplace presence of large mutual funds and fund management companies, would 
result in stable and reassuring redemptions pattern during future crisis, as we have 
observed in the past,” Nachmany concluded.  
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About Strategic Insight 
Strategic Insight strengthens the mutual fund industry while helping clients succeed in 
the global marketplace via its flagship Simfund databases, in-depth studies, Internet 
research libraries, Board services and on-demand research and consulting, enriched 
with personalized advice. Strategic Insight sets the standard for data, research, and 
analysis in the mutual fund industry. Strategic Insight and associated sub-brands include 
Strategic Insight, Simfund, Plan For Life, Investor Economics and Corporate Insights. 
For more information, visit: www.sionline.com. 
 
Strategic Insight’s parent company, Asset International (AI) provides critical data, 
business intelligence, and information services to the global investment management 
industry. AI delivers proprietary data and analytics, as well as marketing solutions that 
target global asset managers. The Company’s client base includes over 500 of the most 
prominent names in the asset management industry. AI’s portfolio of marketing solutions 
includes brands such as PLANSPONSOR, PLANADVISER, Chief Investment Officer, 
Global Custodian, and The Trade. The company’s headquarters are New York and has 
offices in London, Stamford, CT, Hong Kong, Melbourne, Australia, Boston, Denver, 
Toronto, Vancouver and the San Francisco Bay Area. AI is backed by Genstar Capital. 
For more information, visit: www.assetinternational.com. 
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